
Microsoft Enterprise
Strategy services
accelerate customers
toward their business
goals by helping them
realize maximum value
from their technology
investments

Benefits
n Accelerate time-to-value from your

investments in Microsoft products

and technologies

n Mitigate risk and increase business

agility through the use of proven

deployment practices from

Microsoft

n Innovate and uncover new business

opportunities aimed at growing

revenue, reducing costs, and

increasing worker productivity

n Deliver an exceptional end to end

customer experience
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For years, business and technology leaders have been primarily focused on keeping
pace by integrating technologies, and deploying them on time and on budget. Now,
organizations are increasingly looking to transform by delivering innovative technology
that creates value, makes money and differentiates the organization in the marketplace.

With the broad acceptance of technical innovations such as cloud services, mobility, big
data, and social media, businesses have the opportunity to improve performance,
accelerate time to market, and better deliver on customer needs—if the company’s
enterprise architecture and technologies enable that.

Introducing Microsoft Enterprise Strategy Services
Microsoft Enterprise Strategy services accelerate customers toward their business goals
by helping them realize maximum value from their technology investments.  Enterprise
Strategy services provide CxOs and other leaders with a senior advisor who not only
understands their strategic objectives, but has deep expertise in Microsoft products and
technologies. During an engagement conducted on-site at the customer’s location, and
leveraging an extensive network of subject matter experts within Microsoft, our
Enterprise Architects will use proven practices and methodologies to plan and execute a
program of change that is aligned to the customer’s business objectives. 

Our Method 
Enterprise Strategy’s Value Realization Framework (VRF) uses a structured, three-part
process that provides the context for defining initiatives, plans for measurable change,
and demonstrates business value. And once in motion, the Enterprise Architect oversees
deployments and provides the governance necessary to ensure that the desired
business outcomes are achieved.

We help you address the following questions:
• How can I use technology to unlock business opportunities to innovate on new
business models?

• How can I use technology to better streamline my business operations to lower costs,
improve operational efficiencies, governance and execution?

• How can I better optimize the productivity of my organization in the ever-changing
work environment?

• How I can use technology to accelerate time to market quicker and more effectively?
• Am I able to consistently deliver and measure business results from my technology
investments

Our Advantage
No one better understands how to maximize the business value from Microsoft products
and technologies. We excel at addressing complex, business challenges and providing
simple, elegant and effective solutions. We use a proven,  multi-disciplinary approach
that accelerate business outcomes and value for money.

Realize the strategic potential
of your technology investments



For more information about Consulting and Support solutions from Microsoft, contact your Microsoft Services representative or visit
www.microsoft.com/GoESP

© 2013 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. This data sheet is for informational purposes only. MICROSOFT MAKES NO WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS SUMMARY. Microsoft is either a registered trademark or trademark of the Microsoft group of companies.
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Service Description Artifacts & Deliverables 
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Value Discovery
Workshop 

A workshop designed to help business and IT stakeholders
develop a context report and opportunity summary

Value Discovery Workshop Summary
(Presentation), Context Report (Presentation),
Initiative Validation Summary (Presentation) 

Enterprise
Agreement Value
Roadmap 

Identifies where elements of the Microsoft Enterprise Agreement
may be applied to strategic initiatives and provides a clear
roadmap for deployment. 

Enterprise Agreement Value Roadmap 

Portfolio
Optimization 

Provides an assessment of Business and IT portfolios and
identifies opportunities to rationalize them in the context of
your current business strategy. 

Portfolio Prioritization Report , Program
Charter (document) 
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Architecture
Options &
Recommendations 

An architecture definition and recommendations document
addressing viable architecture options, evaluated against the
program charter and agreed architecture principles, business and
IT standards, and constraints. 

Architecture Definition Document 

Value Planning A detailed program plan, adoption and change plan, and
governance, risk & compliance plan in support of the recommendation
and roadmap and summarized in the Value Plan. 

Value Plan (Summary Presentation),
Program Plan, Adoption and Change Plan,
Governance, Risk and Compliance Plan 

Business Case
Development 

A business value model based on financial analysis of projected
costs and quantifiable benefits for the proposed initiative plan. 

Business Case, Business Value Model 
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Adoption &
Change
Management 

Further develops and facilitates execution of the Adoption and
Change Plan providing adoption oversight, reporting and risk
mitigation. 

Adoption and Change Management
Assessment Report, Adoption and Change
Plan (Updated), Adoption Status Report 

Value
Management 

A report measuring and tracking progress of the initiative against
your established KPIs and your company’s internal measurement
systems (i.e. commitments, scorecards and business reviews). 

Value Realization Report 

Program
Governance, Risk
& Compliance
Management 

Reviews program status and provides reports to defined
governance structures to facilitate effective decision making
throughout the program lifecycle based on the established
Governance Risk and Compliance Plan. 

Program Status Report, Architecture
Compliance Report, Program Plan
(Updated), Architecture Definition
Document (Updated) 

Enterprise Strategy services that fit your needs
You can sign up for Enterprise Strategy services as part of your Enterprise Agreement, or through a separate Microsoft Services
contract using predefined, outcome-based packages (Portfolio, Foundation, Connect), or you can create a custom offer by
selecting specific services from the Microsoft Value Realization Framework Service Catalog listed below. You choose the services
and scope that best fit your organization’s needs. In every engagement, a Microsoft Enterprise Architect will provide you with a
Service Delivery Plan that defines the goals and milestones of the consulting engagement and establishes processes, KPI’s, and
rules to track progress against the plan. 

• Any combination of the nine Enterprise Strategy service modules
• Full-time Enterprise Architect 
• Service Delivery Team
• Enterprise Strategy Network and Library

• 6 of the nine Enterprise Strategy service modules
• Part-time enterprise architect
• Enterprise Strategy Network and Library

• 3 of the nine Enterprise Strategy service modules
• Part-time enterprise architect
• Enterprise Strategy Network and Library

Enterprise Strategy
Portfolio 

Enterprise Strategy
Foundation 

Enterprise Strategy
Connect 


